






Shielding:   0.25" to 3" low- activity-lead around detector.
Range:  Example: 1 x 10-7 to 1 x 10-4 µCi/cc with 3" x 3" NaI (Tl) and 18” Pipe.
Alarm:  User Settable. 2000 Hz beeper, red flasher and relay contacts for user.
Response Time:   Settable from 1 second to 10 minutes.
Readout:   Color Monitor showing: concentration, total activity and programmed information.
Power:   115 V, 50-60 Hz (230 V optional).
Flow Rate:   Measurement is independent of Flow rate.
Sample Volume:  The pipe should be full of liquid for best sensitivity.
Case:   Electronics rack mounted or housed in enameled steel case.

Weight and Dimensions:
Detector Assembly Weight:    10 lbs for unshielded PEMO-7 assembly, up to 350 lbs for 2" thick lead shielding.
Shipping Weight:   450 lbs. for complete 1 detector PEMO-7 system, including detector light shielding. 
   (weight will vary dependent on shield and detector selection)

Notes for Radiation Measurement When Detector is Outside of The Pipe:
Obstacles in Obtaining Good Efficiency and High Sensitivity When 

Measuring Radioactive Activity From the Outside of a Pipe.

1.   Unknown volume if pipe is not always full
2.   Unknown list of nuclides and energies
3.   Pipe wall thickness and material, such as steel will absorb all Alphas and all Betas below 1 MeV, and Gammas below 100 KeV
4.   Geometry of measurement is poor because pipe presents only a small angle source to the probe crystal’s view

Units of Measurement for Pipe Monitor

Instrument can calculate and display any engineering units desired. But the user needs to input a valid calibration coefficient factor.

In the absence of a good calibration factor for the PEMO-7, read-out defaults to units in cps or can easily be set to read-out in cpm 
without calibration. Units of mR/hr can be set with minimum effort.

Instructions for Manual Input of Calibration Coefficient:
1.   Fill the pipe full with a known concentration of the single nuclide of greatest interest or abundance
2.   Set energy window or area of interest to the major energy peak
3.   Record the count rate

Strap-On Pipe Radiation Monitor
Model Series PEMO-7

PEMO-7, PEMO-7-MCA, PEMO-7-G
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